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This is your opportunity to connect with global innovators in fundamentals of
care. You will hear from world leaders in nursing and allied health care education,
practice and research. Our speakers will present the latest thinking on
implementing fundamentals of care in acute and community care
settings. We are inviting leaders and innovators from across the globe to present
their work and engage with colleagues to develop strategies and skills in care
system, practice and learning. Our 2023 theme is to provide you with an inspiring
conference to revolutionise and evolve our care systems.

Over the course of the conference, participants will contribute to building the
basis for the next major policy statement from the ILC – The Maine Statement –
Galvanising Efforts to Revolutionise Care. This major statement will guide the
work of the ILC for the next year and be the platform for advocacy globally.
Previous statements (Oxford and Aalborg Statements) have been published and
widely used to drive change in the delivery of care across many countries.
Structured networking sessions will ensure you meet as wide a group of
international colleagues as possible.

Previous conferences have established long-term collaborations in research and
education.

Register for the conference here. 

2023 CONFERENCE REGISTRATIONS
ARE OPEN!
The Fundamental Care [R]evolution

12 - 13 June 2023

Portland Maine, USA & Virtual
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Prof. Mette Grønkjær

Aalborg University Hospital.
Denmark

SPEAKER

Dr. Lianne Jeffs
Sinai Health 
Canada

SPEAKER

Dr. Devin Carr
Maine Medical Centre
USA

SPEAKER

Prof. Alison Kitson

Flinders University
Australia

SPEAKER

Keynote Speakers

https://ilccare.org/about/oxford-statement/
https://ilccare.org/wp-content/uploads/Speaking-up-for-Fundamental-Care-The-ILC-Aalborg-Statement.pdf
https://ilccare.org/ilc-2023-conference/


Dr Devin Carr
Our host for the event, Dr Carr will
present on investment for fundamentals
of care, organisational change and the
innovations being implemented by Maine
Health.

Professor Alison Kitson
The foremost expert in fundamentals of
care, Professor Kitson has led
implementation of fundamentals of care
globally for over 15 years. Having
published widely in fundamentals of care
and knowledge translation, Prof Kitson
will inspire and equip participants to go
back to their organisation and achieve
improvements in care delivery.

Professor Mette Groenkjaer 
Leading the North Denmark efforts in
fundamentals of care, Prof Groenkjaer will
present the innovations locally in
integrating fundamentals of care in
practice and education, while conducting
research on impacts of FoC.

Dr Lianne Jeffs
As a leader in care practice and research,
Dr Jeffs will present her experience of
innovations in care at a highly practical
level, demonstrating how to achieve
organisation-wide improvements in
patient-centred care.

ILC Conference
Keynote Speakers
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build your understanding of the evidence base for the fundamentals of care
increase your understanding of knowledge translation processes
provide ideas and practical techniques for how you can better engage with your organisation at all
levels to achieve change
provide you with tools to plan, implement and evaluate your activities in relation to fundamental
care

Launched in 2022 and co-designed by fundamentals of care nursing and allied health colleagues from
across the globe, this 2.5 day intensive program will:

Participants in the Fundamentals of Care Leadership Program will gain unprecedented access to global
experts in fundamentals of care and networking opportunities for sharing of ideas and best practice.

Applications for entry are now open. Check the ILC website for further details and pricing. Discounts
apply for ILC Members and for bundling the conference and Leadership Program. 

Invest in your professional development and the opportunity to improve care in 2023!
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15-17 June, 2023

ILC Leadership Program 
Portland, Maine, USA

 
ILC MEMBER PRICE

$880 AUD
 

LEADERSHIP PROGRAM & CONFERENCE BUNDLE
$1350 AUD

 
 
 

REGISTER
NOW

https://ilccare.org/2023-leadership-program/


X
The next regional network meetings will be held in
February or March 2023. 

If you want to connect with your ILC Regional Network,
there will be information available on the website in
January 2023. Participation in the ILC Networks will remain
open to both ILC Members and non-Members until June
2023, to encourage collaboration and introduce the ILC to
a wider audience.

Check the website for future meetings

The newly formed Research Special Interest Group
has met for the first time (24th January), with a
fledgling group keen to encourage further
participation by all those engaged in FoC research. 

One of the first discussions was how to understand
what research activity was being conducted globally
by ILC Members. Want to join?

Members can contribute to the development of a
global database of research that is implementing,
measuring and producing the evidence for
fundamentals of care. 

The survey link is here for ILC Members to access.
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ILC FOUNDING PARTNERS

FOC RESEARCH SURVEY

ILC REGIONAL NETWORKS

https://ilccare.org/regional-networks/
https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/DTHGZVJ


“How Fast Can You Get Here? They’re Not Listening to Me” 

I drove listening to my sister-in-law’s frantic account. 

He’s not going to make it through the night – not making sense,
bleeding so much. I don’t know what to say to make them [nurses]
listen. 

 “Want me to talk to them?”

They’re talking – I think the shifts are changing. How do I make
them listen to me? 

“Tell them to call a rapid response.”

Ok, ok. Thank you. Please get here.

This is the start of the riveting story provided by Prof Annemarie
Dowling-Castronovo. The full story is available here for ILC
Members as part of our new Practice Highlights page on the ILC
Website.

NORWEGIAN TRANSLATION OF FOC FRAMEWORK

The ILC appreciates the efforts of our Norwegian colleagues who have translated the fundamentals of
care framework into Norwegian. This version now joins the Danish, Swedish and English versions available
on our website.

If you want to help with translation of the FoC Framework into your local language, let us know and we
can provide an editable version.
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PRACTICE HIGHLIGHT

Contributed by Prof Annemarie Dowling-Castronovo

Professor, Chair, Nursing, Marjorie K. Unterberg

School of Nursing and Health Studies

https://ilccare.org/how-fast-can-you-get-here-theyre-not-listening-to-me/?preview_id=3861&preview_nonce=2431b1c222&_thumbnail_id=3862&preview=true
https://ilccare.org/the-framework/
mailto:admin@ilccare.org

